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Abstract—Security risk assessment and mitigation are two vital processes that need to be executed to maintain a productive IT

infrastructure. On one hand, models such as attack graphs and attack trees have been proposed to assess the cause-consequence

relationships between various network states, while on the other hand, different decision problems have been explored to identify the

minimum-cost hardening measures. However, these risk models do not help reason about the causal dependencies between network

states. Further, the optimization formulations ignore the issue of resource availability while analyzing a risk model. In this paper, we

propose a risk management framework using Bayesian networks that enable a system administrator to quantify the chances of

network compromise at various levels. We show how to use this information to develop a security mitigation and management plan. In

contrast to other similar models, this risk model lends itself to dynamic analysis during the deployed phase of the network. A

multiobjective optimization platform provides the administrator with all trade-off information required to make decisions in a resource

constrained environment.

Index Terms—Security risk assessment, mitigation analysis, Bayesian belief networks, attack graph.
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1 INTRODUCTION

TRADITIONAL information security planning and manage-
ment begins with risk assessment that determines threats

to critical resources and the corresponding loss expectancy. A
number of researchers have proposed risk assessment
methods by building security models of network systems,
using paradigms like attack graphs [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] and
attack trees [6], [7], [8], [9], and then finding attack paths in
these models to determine scenarios that could lead to
damage. However, a majority of these models fail to consider
the attacker’s capabilities and, consequently, the likelihood of
a particular attack being executed. Without these considera-
tions, threats and their impact can be easily misjudged.

To alleviate such drawbacks, Dantu et al. [10] propose a

probabilistic model to assess network risks. They model

network vulnerabilities using attack graphs and apply

Bayesian logic to perform risk analysis. Liu and Man [11]

use Bayesian networks to model potential attack paths in a

system, and develop algorithms to compute an optimal

subset of attack paths based on background knowledge of

attackers and attack mechanisms. In both Dantu et al. and

Liu and Man’s works, nodes in the attack graph are assigned

a probability value that describes the likelihood of attack on a

node. They compute the likelihood of system compromise by
chaining Bayesian belief rules on top of the assigned
probabilities. The organizational risk is then computed as
the product of the likelihood of system compromise and the
value of expected loss. A limitation with both these works is
that none of them specify how the conditional probability
value of an attack on each node is computed. Further, they
do not address the problem of optimal risk management.

System administrators are often interested in assessing
the risk to their systems and determining the best possible
way to defend their network in terms of an enumerated set
of hardening options. Risk assessment methods such as
those discussed earlier have been adopted by researchers to
determine a set of potential safeguards, and related security
control installation costs. Noel et al. use exploit dependency
graphs to compute minimum-cost hardening measures [12].
Jha et al. [2] determine the minimal set of attacks critical for
reaching a goal and then find the minimal set of security
measures that cover this set of attacks.

While such cost analysis techniques are useful, they miss
out on one major issue. The system administrator often has
to work within a given set of budget constraints that may
preclude her from implementing all possible hardening
measures or even measures that cover all the weak spots.
Thus, the system administrator needs to find a trade-off
between the cost of implementing a subset of security
hardening measures (from a set of measures that can
potentially close all attack paths) and the damage that can
be potentially inflicted on the system after the security
decision has been made (the residual damage).

Dewri et al. [13] first formulated this problem (the so-
called “system administrators’ dilemma”) as a series of
multiobjective optimization problems. The solutions to
these problems allow one to select a subset of hardening
measures so that the total cost of implementing them is not
only minimized but also within a fixed budget and, at the
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same time, the residual damage is minimized. One of the
significant contributions of Dewri et al.’s work is the
development of an attack tree model of network risks that
drives the solution methodology. The attack tree model is
able to better guide the optimization process by providing
knowledge about the attributes that make an attack
possible. While this work makes significant contribution
toward appreciating the security planning process as
something beyond simple risk assessment, it has one
significant shortcoming. The authors’ modeling of the
problem is a static one. There is, however, a dynamic
aspect to the security planning process. For every attack,
there is a probability of occurrence that can change during
the lifetime of a system depending on what the contributing
factors for the attack are and how they are changing.
During runtime, the system administrator may need to
revise her decision based on such emerging security
conditions. Dewri et al.’s attack tree model does not allow
such dynamic security planning.

To address these limitations, the current work makes five
major contributions.

. We propose an alternative method of security risk
assessment that we call Bayesian Attack Graphs
(BAGs). In particular, we adapt the notion of Bayesian
belief networks so as to encode the contribution of
different security conditions during system compro-
mise. Our model incorporates the usual cause-
consequence relationships between different network
states (as in attack graphs and attack trees) and, in
addition, takes into account the likelihoods of
exploiting such relationships.

. We propose a method to estimate an organization’s
security risk from different vulnerability exploita-
tions based on the metrics defined in the Common
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [14].

. We develop a model to quantify the expected return
on investment based on a user specified cost model
and likelihoods of system compromise.

. We model the risk mitigation stage as a discrete
reasoning problem and propose a genetic algorithm
to solve it. The algorithm can identify optimal
mitigation plans in the context of both single and
multiobjective analysis.

. Last, but not the least, we discuss how the above
contributions collectively provide a platform for static
and dynamic analysis of risks in networked systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The test
network used to illustrate our problem formulation and
solution is described in Section 2. Section 3 presents the
formalism for a Bayesian Attack Graph model. The like-
lihood estimation method in static and dynamic scenarios is
discussed in Section 4. The risk mitigation process along
with the expected cost computations is presented in
Section 5. Results and discussion are presented in Section 6
followed by a discussion of related works in Section 7.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.

2 A TEST NETWORK

Fig. 1 depicts the test network used in this study. The
network consists of eight hosts located within two subnets.
A DMZ tri-homed firewall is installed with preset policies to
ensure that the web server, Mail server, and the DNS server,
located in the DMZ network, are separated from the local
network. The firewall has a strong set of policies (shown in
the inset table) to prevent remote access to the internal hosts.
In particular, all machines in the DMZ zone passively
receive service requests and only respond to the sender as
needed. However, in order to accommodate web service’s
transactions, the web server is allowed to send SQL queries
to the SQL server located in the trusted zone on a designated
channel. Local machines are located behind a NAT firewall
so that all communications to external parties are delivered
through the Gateway server. In addition, all local desktops,
including the administrator machine, have remote desktop
enabled to facilitate remote operations for company employ-
ees working from remote sites. The remote connections are
monitored by SSHD installed in the Gateway server.

A list of initial vulnerabilities in this test network is
listed in Table 1. These vulnerabilities can produce more
than 20 attack scenarios with different outcomes, ranging
from information leakage to system compromise. More-
over, two of these scenarios use machines in the DMZ zone
to compromise a local machine in the trusted zone.

3 MODELING NETWORK ATTACKS

We extend the notion of Bayesian networks as presented by
Liu and Man [11] to encode the contributions of different
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Fig. 1. Test-bed network model.

TABLE 1
Initial List of Vulnerabilities in Test Network



security conditions during a system compromise. We term
such a Bayesian network a Bayesian Attack Graph.

Different properties of the network effectuate different
ways for an attacker to compromise a system. We first
define an attribute-template that allows us to categorize these
network properties for further analysis.

Definition 1 [Attribute-Template]. An attribute-template is a
generic property of the network that includes, but not limited
to, the following:

1. system vulnerabilities (as reported in vulnerability
databases such as BugTraq, CERT/CC, or netcat),

2. (insecure) system properties such as unsafe security
policy, corrupted file/memory access permission, or
read-write access in file structure,

3. (insecure) network properties such as unsafe network
condition, unsafe firewall properties, unsafe device/
peripheral access permission, and

4. access privilege such as user account, guest account, or
root account.

An attribute-template helps us categorize the properties
of the network that may be useful to an attacker. For
example, “SSH buffer overflow vulnerability in FTP server” can
be considered as an instance of the system vulnerabilities
template. Similarly, “user access on local machine” is an
instance of the access privilege template. Such templates let
us specify the properties as random variables. We define an
attribute with such a concept in mind.

Definition 2 [Attribute]. An attribute is a Bernoulli random
variable representing the state of an instance of an attribute-
template.

An attribute S is thus associated with a state—True
(S ¼ 1=T ) or False (S ¼ 0=F )—and a probability PrðSÞ. The
state signifies the truth value of the proposition underlying
the instance of the attribute template. For example, the
instance S: “user access on Local machine” is an attribute when
associated with a truth value signifying whether an attacker
has user access on the local machine. We shall also use the
term “compromised” to indicate the true (or S ¼ 1) state of an
attribute. Further, PrðSÞ is the probability of the attribute
being in stateS ¼ 1. Consequently,Prð:SÞ ¼ 1� PrðSÞ is the
probability of the state being S ¼ 0. The success or failure of
an attacker reaching its goal depends mostly on the states of
the attributes in a network. It also lays the foundations for a
security manager to analyze the effects of forcing some
attributes to the false state using security measures. We
formally define a Bayesian Attack Graph to capture the cause-
consequence relationships between such attributes.

Definition 3 [Atomic Attack]. Let S be a set of attributes. We
define A, a conditional dependency between a pair of
attributes, as a mapping A : S � S ! ½0; 1�. Then, given
Spre, Spost 2 S, a : Spre 7! Spost is called an atomic attack if

1. Spre 6¼ Spost,
2. given Spre ¼ 1, Spost ¼ 1 with probability AðSpre;

SpostÞ > 0, and
3. 6 9S1; . . . ; Sj 2 S � fSpre; Spostg such that AðSpre;

S1Þ > 0;AðS1; S2Þ > 0; . . . , and AðSj; SpostÞ > 0.

An atomic attack allows an attacker to compromise the
attribute Spost from Spre with a nonzero probability of
success. Although, given a compromised attribute, another
attribute can be compromised with positive probability
using a chain of other attributes, the third condition in the
definition does not allow such instances to be considered as
atomic attacks. Instead, each step in such a chain is an
atomic attack. Informally, an attack is associated with a
vulnerability exploitation, denoted by ei, which takes the
attacker from one network state (Spre) to another (Spost). The
probability of an exploitation, PrðeiÞ, states the ease with
which an attacker can perform the exploitation. Hence, we
say that AðSpre; SpostÞ ¼ PrðeiÞ, and Spre and Spost are,
respectively, called a precondition and postcondition of the
attack a, denoted by pre(a) and post(a), respectively.

An attack relates the states of two different attributes so as
to embed a cause-consequence relationship between the two.
For example, for the attributes Spre ¼ “sshd BOF vulnerability
on machine A” and Spost ¼ “root access privilege on machine A,”
the attack Spre 7! Spost is associated with the ei ¼ “sshd buffer
overflow” exploit. Using this exploit, an attacker can achieve
root privilege on a machine, provided the machine has the
sshd BOF vulnerability. AðSpre; SpostÞ is the probability of
success of the exploit, i.e., AðSpre; SpostÞ ¼ PrðeiÞ.
Definition 4 [Bayesian Attack Graph]. Let S be a set of

attributes and A be the set of atomic attacks defined on S. A
Bayesian Attack Graph is a tuple BAG ¼ ðS; �; ";PÞ, where

1. S ¼ Ninternal [Nexternal [Nterminal. Nexternal denotes
the set of attributes Si for which 6 9a 2 AjSi ¼ postðaÞ.
Ninternal denotes the set of attributes Sj for which 9a1,
a2 2 Aj½Sj ¼ preða1Þ and Sj ¼ postða2Þ�. Nterminal

denotes the set of attributes Sk for which 6 9a 2 AjSk ¼
preðaÞ.

2. � � S � S. An ordered pair ðSpre; SpostÞ 2 � if Spre 7!
Spost 2 A. Further, for Si 2 S, the set Pa½Si� ¼ fSj 2
SjðSj; SiÞ 2 �g is called the parent set of Si.

3. " is a set of decomposition tuples of the form hSj; dji
defined for all Sj 2 Ninternal [Nterminal and dj 2
fAND;ORg. dj is AND if Sj ¼ 1) 8Si 2 Pa½Sj�;
Si ¼ 1. dj is OR if Sj ¼ 1) 9Si 2 Pa½Sj�; Si ¼ 1.

4. P is a set of discrete conditional probability distribution
functions. Each attribute Sj 2 Ninternal [Nterminal has
a discrete local conditional probability distribution
(LCPD) representing the values of PrðSj j Pa½Sj�Þ.

Fig. 2 shows the BAG for our test network. We have
developed an in-house tool to generate such BAGs. The tool
takes as input an initial vulnerability table, generated by a
vulnerability scanner, and the network topology. Using a
sequence of SQL queries on a vulnerability exposure
database, the tool creates consequence attributes for the
graph until no further implications can be derived.

The BAG in Fig. 2 depicts a clear picture of 20 different
attack scenarios. Each node is a Bernoulli random variable
(Si) representing the state variable of the attribute. The set
Nexternal represents the entry points of the graph. These
nodes reflect an attacker’s capability as discovered in a
threat-source model. Nterminal resemble the end points in
the graph. These nodes reflect casualty at the end of each
attack scenario. The set of ordered pair, � , reflects the edges
in the graph. The existence of an edge between two nodes
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imply that there is a causal dependency between their
states, signified by the decomposition at each node. AND-
decomposition signifies that the compromised state of a
node implies that all nodes in its parent set have also been
compromised. Similarly, OR-decomposition signifies that
at least one parent node is in the true state. Note that these
decompositions are unidirectional. For instance, under
AND-decomposition, compromising all nodes in the parent
set does not necessarily imply the node itself has been
compromised. This is because the attacks relating the node
with its parents can have varying levels of difficulty, or in
other words, different probabilities of success. Hence,
although the preconditions of the attacks have been met,
there can still be a nonzero probability that the attacker is
unable to carry out all the exploits successfully. The
existence of this probability is what primarily differentiates
a BAG from a classical attack graph. The probabilities are
captured in the local conditional probability distribution of
the node. The LCPD is a set of probability values specifying
the chances of the node being compromised, given
different combination of states of its parents.

Definition 5 [Local Conditional Probability Distribution].

Let BAG ¼ ðS; �; ";PÞ be a BAG and Sj 2 Ninternal [
Nterminal. For Si 2 Pa½Sj�, let ei be the vulnerability exploita-

tion associated with the attack Si 7! Sj. A local conditional

probability distribution function of Sj, mathematically equiva-

lent to PrðSj j Pa½Sj�Þ, is defined as follows:

1. dj ¼ AND

PrðSjjPa½Sj�Þ ¼
0; 9Si 2Pa½Sj� jSi¼ 0;

Pr

� \
Si¼1

ei

�
; otherwise:

8<
:

2. dj ¼ OR

PrðSjjPa½Sj�Þ ¼
0; 8Si 2 Pa½Sj�;Si ¼ 0;

Pr

� [
Si¼1

ei

�
; otherwise:

8<
:

To compute the local conditional probabilities when
multiple exploits are involved, we proceed as follows: For
AND-decomposition, each vulnerability exploitation is a
distinct event. The chance of compromising the target node
depends on the success of each individual exploit. There-
fore, we use the product rule in probability to derive
Prð

T
Si¼1 eiÞ as

Pr

� \
Si¼1

ei

�
¼
Y
Si¼1

PrðeiÞ: ð3:1Þ

For OR-decomposition, Liu and Man observed that the joint
probability is equivalent to the noisy-OR operator [11],
given as
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Pr

� [
Si¼1

ei

�
¼ 1�

Y
Si¼1

1� PrðeiÞ½ �: ð3:2Þ

4 SECURITY RISK ASSESSMENT WITH BAG

Security risk management consists of threat analysis, risk
assessment, loss expectancy, potential safeguards, and risk
mitigation analysis. Using a BAG, the administrator per-
forms risk assessment and risk mitigation as follows:

1. Static Risk Assessment: Risk assessment begins with the
identification of system characteristics, potential
threat sources, and attacker capabilities. Threat
sources are represented as the external nodes in a
BAG, along with their impact on other network
attributes. One set of attributes act as preconditions
to an exploit, which when successfully executed by an
attacker, can make the network state favorable for
subsequent exploits. Estimating the amount of risk at
each node therefore requires some judgment on
attacker capabilities. Often this judgment is indirectly
stated as the system administrator’s subjective belief
on the likelihood of a threat source becoming active
and the difficulty of an exploit. The former is
represented by the probabilities PrðSiÞ for all
Si 2 Nexternal, also called the prior probabilities, and is
subjectively assigned by the administrator. The latter
is incorporated into an internal node’s LCPD. There-
after, given the prior probability values and the
LCPDs, we can compute the unconditional probability
PrðSjÞ for any node Sj 2 Ninternal [Nterminal. These
risk estimates can be used to help locate weak spots in
the system design and operations.

2. Dynamic Risk Assessment: A deployed system may
experience first hand attack incidents during its
life cycle. Similar to [30], a BAG can be used for
correlating alerts, hypothesizing missing and pre-
dicting future attacks. Formally, an attack incident
is evidence that an attribute is in the true state. A
security administrator may then want to investigate
how these incidents impact the risk estimates
initially derived solely based on subjective beliefs.
Knowledge about attack incidents is therefore used
to update the probabilities using the Bayesian
inference techniques of forward and backward
propagation. Forward propagation updates the
probability on successor attributes that are directly
influenced by the evidences. Backward propagation
corrects/adjusts the initial hypothesis on all prior
attributes. Thereafter, the posterior probabilities (up-
dated unconditional probabilities) reflect the like-
lihoods of other potential outcomes under the light
of detected events.

3. Risk Mitigation Analysis: Risk assessment paves the
way for efficient decision making targeted at counter-
ing risks either in a proactive or reactive manner.
Given a set of security measures (e.g., firewall, access
control policy, cryptography, etc.), we can design the
security plan which is the most resource efficient in
terms of reducing risk levels in the system. This can
be done before the deployment (static mitigation) or
in response to attack incidents (dynamic mitigation).

4.1 Probability of Vulnerability Exploitation

In order to compute the local conditional probability
distribution of an attribute, the administrator needs to
estimate the probability of success while an attacker
exploits a known vulnerability exploitation. We use the
metrics defined in NIST’s Common Vulnerability Scoring
System [14] to estimate the attack likelihood.

A CVSS score is a decimal number on a scale of 0 to 10. It is
composed of three groups—base, temporal, and environmental.
The base metrics quantify the intrinsic characteristics of a
vulnerability with two subscores—1) the exploitability sub-
score, composed of the access vector (B AV ), access complex-
ity (B AC), and authentication instances (B AU), and 2) the
impact subscore, expressing the potential damage on con-
fidentiality (B C), integrity (B I), and availability (B A). The
temporal metrics quantify dynamic aspects of a vulnerability
on the environment around the organization. These metrics
take into account the availability of exploitable tools and
techniques (T E), remediation level (T RL), and report
confidence (T RC). The environmental metrics quantify
two aspects of impact that are dependent on the environment
surrounding the organization. More details on CVSS metrics
and their scoring computation can be found in the CVSS
guide [14]. In this study, we are interested in likelihood
estimation and hence the impact subscore and environmental
metrics are ignored in the analysis. Given the vulnerability
exposure information (CVSS attributes), the probability of
successPrðeiÞwhile executing a given vulnerability exploita-
tion ei is computed from CVSS’s Exploitability subscore as
the following:

PrðeiÞ ¼ 2�B AV �B AC �B AU: ð4:1Þ

4.2 Local Conditional Probability Distributions

To show how various conditional probabilities are computed,
we refer to a simple BAG in Fig. 3. NodesA: “root/FTP server,”
B: “Matu FTP BOF,” and C: “remote BOF on ssh” are internal
attributes, while node D: “remote attacker” is an external
attribute. A is the successor of B and C which in turn are
successors of D. The values on the edges reflect the
probability of success of the associated vulnerability exploi-
tation, computed by following the procedure described in the
previous section. We begin by assigning a prior probability of
PrðDÞ ¼ 0:7 to the external attribute D. This probability
represents the administrator’s subjective belief on the
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chances of a remote attack. For the nodes A;B, and C, we
calculate LCPDs by the equations previously defined in
Definition 5. For example, for node A, there are 22 marginal
cases given the two parents B and C. The decomposition at
the node dictates the rule to follow while computing the local
conditional probability for each case.

4.3 Unconditional Probability to Assess Security
Risk

Once the LCPDs have been assigned to all attributes in the
BAG, we can merge the marginal cases at each node to
obtain the unconditional probability at the node. Given a set
of Bernoulli random variables S ¼ fS1; . . . ; Sng in a Baye-
sian belief network, the joint probability of all the variables
is given by the chain rule as

PrðS1; . . . ; SnÞ ¼
Yn
i¼1

PrðSi j Pa½Si�Þ: ð4:2Þ

It is important to note that Bayes theorem can only be
applied to acyclic graphs. Cycles can often occur in attack
graphs when the graph is trying to model different attack
scenarios. However, in terms of value gained, a cycle does
not increase the likelihood of an attack or change the
outcomes of the attack. Consider the BAG in Fig. 2. Once
the attacker has gained root privilege on the target
machine, the attacker can execute arbitrary code, including
overriding existing commands with ones that are vulner-
able to BOF attacks. This can create a cycle pointing back to
the root compromise state. However, there is no additional
value gained by these actions. The attacking capability or
exploitation probability from the defender’s perspective (or
even from the attacker’s perspective) does not change. Our
Bayesian attack graph models “why an attack can happen”
rather than “how the attack can happen” [24]. Without
doubt, the cycle constitutes a new attack scenario, but from
the value gained perspective, such cycles can be disre-
garded using the monotonicity constraint [1].

In Fig. 3, the unconditional probability at node A is
derived as the joint probability of A along with all nodes
that influence its outcome, which is essentially all ancestors
of A. We compute PrðAÞ ¼ 0:6060 � 61%.

Similarly, unconditional probabilities at nodes B and C
can be computed by considering the subnetwork rooted at
the corresponding nodes. The unconditional probabilities
are shown under the LCPD table of each node. Fig. 2 shows
the unconditional probabilities of the nodes in our test
network. The security administrator can use this threat
model to prioritize risk and derive an effective security
hardening plan so as to reduce the risk to a certain level
(e.g., <50%) before deploying the system.

4.4 Posterior Probability with Attack Evidence

The BAG is next used to address dynamic aspects of the
security planning process. Every network state has a certain
probability of occurrence. This probability can change
during the lifetime of the system due to emerging security
conditions, changes in contributing factors, or the occur-
rence of attack incidents. The BAG can then be used to
calculate the posterior probabilities in order to evaluate the
risk from such emerging conditions.

Let S ¼ fS1; . . . ; Sng be the set of attributes in a BAG and
E ¼ fS01; . . . ; S0mg � S be a set of attributes where some
evidence of exploit have been observed. We can say that
attributes in E are in the true state, i.e., S0i ¼ 1 for all S0i 2 E.
Let Sj 2 S �E be an attribute whose posterior probability
has to be determined. The probability we are interested in is
PrðSj j EÞ, and is obtained by using the Bayes Theorem

PrðSj j EÞ ¼ PrðE j SjÞ � PrðSjÞ=PrðEÞ: ð4:3Þ

PrðE j SjÞ is the conditional probability of joint occur-
rence of S01; . . . ; S0m given the states of Sj. PrðEÞ and PrðSjÞ
are the prior unconditional probability values of the
corresponding attributes. Since evidence attributes in E
are mutually independent, PrðE j SjÞ ¼

Q
i PrðS0i j SjÞ and

PrðEÞ ¼
Q

i PrðS0iÞ. For example, in Fig. 3, assume that the
system administrator detects an attack incident on A
(attacker compromises FTP server). The posterior prob-
ability of C is then computed as follows:

PrðC j AÞ ¼ PrðA j CÞPrðCÞ=PrðAÞ
¼ 0:81 where;

PrðA j CÞ ¼
X

B2fT;Fg
PrðA j B;C ¼ T ÞPrðBÞ½ �

¼ ð1:0� 0:6ÞT þ ð1:0� 0:4ÞF
¼ 1:0;

PrðAÞ ¼ 0:61;

PrðCÞ ¼ 0:49:

Similarly, the posterior probability at node B can be
computed. Note that the unconditional probability of nodeC
was originally 0.49. After taking into account the attack
incident at node A, the posterior probability becomes 0.81.
Further, computation of posterior probabilities for successor
nodes of A (forward propagation) remains the same as
described in the previous section, with the change that the
LCPDs at those nodes only account for theA ¼ 1 case. In this
manner, the security administrator can hypothesize the
probability of occurrence of other nodes in the graph to
respond to an emerging attack incident. Fig. 2 shows the
posterior probabilities in response to two hypothetical
evidences (denoted by the label�E ) in the Mail server of our
test network. Note that the parent (“root access @
196.216.0.19”) of the evidence node “squid port scan” has a
posterior probability of less than 1.0. Ideally, given the
evidence that the port scan has been executed, the attacker
must have had root access on the machine. Hence, the parent
node should also have an updated probability of 1.0.
However, this inference assumes that the squid port scan is
executable only after gaining root access on the machine. The
system administrator may decide to relax such an assump-
tion in order to account for uncertainties (e.g., zero-day
attacks), achieved by replacing the zero values in Definition 5
with nonzero values. Such a relaxation will reduce the impact
of the evidence nodes on their parents.

As seen in Fig. 2, most of the unconditional probabilities
increase after the attack incidents, but not at the same rate.
It is possible to have nodes with decreased probabilities as
well. In this specific scenario, there is a significant increase
in the chance that the administrator machine is targeted by
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an attacker. This observation shows that the attacker is
likely to execute an attack to compromise the root machine.
Hence, sufficient measures should be taken to protect it.
Moreover, it is also possible that the mitigation plan
designed earlier in static analysis may no longer be
appropriate under the light of the emerging events. We
will formally address this problem in the next section.

5 SECURITY RISK MITIGATION WITH BAG

Although many researchers have studied risk assessment
schemes, including the NIST, the methodologies used to
estimate loss varies from organization to organization. Loss
can be measured in terms of monetary units, relative
magnitudes [15], [16], [17], [18] or multiunits [13], [19], [20].
In a BAG, the security manager can choose to evaluate the
risks by considering an expected loss/gain quantity. The
expected loss/gain is computed from organization specific
factors such as potential loss or gain associated with an
attribute’s states. It usually reflects the impact of attack
likelihoods on the economic turnout of an organization. We
will describe this scheme later in the section. We begin with
the notion of a security control in the context of the BAG.

5.1 Assessing Security Controls

Definition 6 [Security Control]. Given a BAG ðS; �; ";PÞ, a
Bernoulli random variable Mi is a security control if 9Sj 2
Ninternal [Nexternal such that PrðSj j Pa½Sj�;Mi ¼ T Þ <
PrðSj j Pa½Sj�;Mi ¼ F Þ for at least one assignment of states
to Pa½Sj�. Further, PrðMiÞ ¼ 1:0 if Mi ¼ T ; otherwise zero.

In other words, a security control is a preventive
measure that minimizes or eliminates the likelihood of
attack on one or more attributes so as to prevent an
attacker from reaching its goal. We define the security
measure as a Bernoulli random variable with the true state
signifying that the control is enforced and false signifying
that the control is known but not enforced. Enforcement of
a control directly influences the LCPD of the associated
attribute and indirectly impacts the unconditional prob-
abilities of other attributes. For example, the probability of
the node A in Fig. 3 is initially PrðA j B;CÞ. Assume that a
security measure M0: “local access control” can influence the
outcome at A. The probability distribution therefore
becomes PrðA j B;C;M0Þ and the LCPD of the node is
expanded as shown in Table 2. The probabilities when
M0 ¼ 0 are directly taken from the original LCPD.
However, probabilities for M0 ¼ 1 are assigned based on
certain subjective belief on the security measure’s capacity
to prevent the attribute’s compromise. The modified
LCPDs are used to compute the unconditional probability

of nodes in the graph. It is not difficult to see that the
unconditional probability of a node (and its successors)
influenced by a control will reduce when the control is
enforced. Note that, by definition, the unconditional
probability of the control itself is 1.0 if its state is true.

Definition 7 [Security Mitigation Plan]. Given set M ¼
fM1; . . . ;Mmg of m security controls, a security mitigation
plan is represented by a Boolean vector ~T ¼ ðT1;T2; . . . ; TmÞ
where Mi ¼ Ti.

Therefore, the mitigation plan is a specification of which
controls have been chosen for enforcement as part of the
hardening process. Further, for a given control Mi, consider
the set I of all Sj 2 Ninternal [Nterminal such that PrðSj j
Pa½Sj�;Mi ¼ T Þ < PrðSj j Pa½Sj�;Mi ¼ F Þ (for some assign-
ment of states to Pa½Sj�). Then, the subset fSk 2 IjPa½Sk� \
I ¼ �g is called the coverage of Mi. With reference to Fig. 3, a
control such as M0:“disconnect from Internet” directly
changes the probability PrðDÞ (equal to zero if M0 ¼ 1).
This in effect changes the LCPD tables at nodes B, C, and D.
Therefore, the set I contains all four nodes for M0.
However, only node D is in the coverage of M0 since, for
all other nodes, one or more parent nodes are also present
in I. Intuitively, the coverage nodes are those whose LCPDs
are directly affected by a security control, rather than by
indirect inference. For a given security mitigation plan ~T ,
we can define the plan coverage by collecting the coverage
of each enforced control in the plan. Each control Mi also
has an associated cost Ci of implementation, giving us the
total plan cost as

SCCð~T Þ ¼
Xm
i¼1

ðTiCiÞ: ð5:1Þ

5.2 Assessing Security Outcomes

When using a BAG, a better quantitative representation of
the loss/gain is obtained by considering the expected loss/
gain once a set of security measures have been implemen-
ted. Hence, we augment the BAG with a value signifying
the amount of potential loss/gain at each node, and account
for the security decision during evaluation.

Definition 8 [Augmented-Bayesian Attack Graph]. Let
BAG ¼ ðS; �; ";PÞ be a Bayesian attack graph. An augmen-
ted-Bayesian attack graph (augmented-BAG) BAGaug ¼
BAGjðM;�; V Þ is obtained by adding a node set M, edge
set � and by associating a value Vj to each Sj 2 S, where

1. M is the set of security controls,
2. � �M � S. An ordered pair ðMi; SjÞ 2 � if Sj is in

the coverage of Mi, and
3. Vj is the expected loss/gain associated with the

attribute Sj 2 S.

The set M extends the BAG with additional nodes
representing hardening measures. The set � represents the
new edges between the controls and attributes of the graph.
A new edge is inserted if a control directly influences the state
of an attribute. In this work, all external attributes are given a
zero cost, i.e.,Vj ¼ 0 for allSj 2 Nexternal. The value associated
with Sj 2 Ninternal [Nterminal is computed as

Vj ¼ 1� PrðSjÞ
� �

�Gj � PrðSjÞ � Lj; ð5:2Þ
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where Lj is the potential loss representing the damage
value that an organization might have to pay when the
attribute Sj is compromised, Gj is the potential gain if Sj is
not compromised and PrðSjÞ is the unconditional prob-
ability of Sj. If there exists ðMi; SjÞ 2 �, PrðSjÞ is computed
as a conditional probability PrðSj jMiÞ where the state of
Mi depends on the security plan ~T ¼ ðTiÞ. The expected
loss/gain w.r.t. the security plan ~T , denoted by LGð~T Þ, is
computed as the cumulative sum of all node values, i.e.,

LGð~T Þ ¼
X
Sj2S

Vj: ð5:3Þ

A positive value of LG signifies gain, while a negative
value signifies loss. Note that we do not assume any
particular cost model in our formulations, both for control
cost and loss/gain evaluation. The cost model is usually
subjective to organizational policies and hence can differ
from one institution to another. The cost factors considered
here (security control cost, potential loss, and potential
gain) are standard quantities that any organization must be
able to determine in order to perform risk analysis.

5.3 Assessing the Security Mitigation Plan

In order to defend against the attacks possible, a security
manager can choose to implement a variety of safeguard
technologies, each of which comes with different cost and
coverage. For example, to defend against the “ftp/.rhost”
exploit, one might choose to apply a security patch,
firewall, or simply disable the FTP service. Each choice of
action has a different cost and different outcome. A security
administrator has to assess the technologies and make a
decision toward maximum resource utilization. The two
objectives we consider in this study are the total security
control cost and the expected loss/gain. The single-
objective problem is the most likely approach to be taken
by a decision maker. The problem is stated as follows:

The Single-Objective Optimization Problem (SOOP).
Given an augmented-BAG ðS; �; ";PÞjðM;�; V Þ, find a vector
~T 	 ¼ ðT 	i Þ, T 	i 2 f0; 1g; 1 
 i 
 jMj, which maximizes the
function �LGð~T 	Þ � �SCCð~T 	Þ, where � and � are pre-
ference weights for the expected loss/gain and the total cost of
security control, respectively, 0 
 �; � 
 1 and �þ � ¼ 1.

The method for assessing a security plan is as follows:
First, the security analyst chooses a subset of security
controls to construct a security plan ~T 	. She then updates
the unconditional probability of all attributes using the plan
coverage information. She computes the expected loss/gain
associated with every attribute Sj 2 S using (5.2). Finally,
the total expected loss/gain of the entire graph is taken as
an assessment of the security plan’s outcome. The best
security plan is the one that maximizes the function
�LGð~T 	Þ � �SCCð~T 	Þ.

Given only two objectives, a preference based single-
objective approach might seem to provide a solution in
accordance with general intuition. However, the quality of
the solution obtained using this process can be quite
sensitive to the assignment of the weights. In addition,
security administrators often have to work within a
limited budget that may be less than the minimum cost

of system hardening. The objective in such a case is to

design a security plan that maximizes the organization’s

financial throughput.
The next level of sophistication is added by formulating

the optimization as a multiobjective problem. The multi-

objective approach alleviates the requirement to specify any

weight parameters and hence a better global picture of the

solutions can be obtained.

The Multiobjective Optimization Problem (MOOP). Given

an augmented-BAG ðS; �; ";PÞjðM;�; V Þ, find a vector
~T 	 ¼ ðT 	i Þ, T 	i �f0; 1g; 1 
 i 
 jMj, which minimizes SCC

and maximizes LG.

Solutions to a multiobjective problem are characterized

by the concept of Pareto-optimality. In our case, a security

plan ~T1 is Pareto-optimal if there is no other plan ~T2 such that

1. SCCð~T2Þ < SCCð~T1Þ and LGð~T2Þ � LGð~T1Þ, or
2. SCCð~T2Þ 
 SCCð~T1Þ and LGð~T2Þ > LGð~T1Þ.

If any of these conditions hold, then ~T2 is said to dominate ~T1.
~T1 and ~T2 are nondominated w.r.t. each other if none

dominates the other. Pareto-optimal solutions are nondo-

minated w.r.t. all other solutions. A multiobjective optimi-

zer identifies (or approximates) the set of Pareto-optimal

solutions and reveals the trade-off relations between the

underlying objectives. Choice of a final solution from this

set is at the discretion of the decision maker, often decided

by the cost to benefit ratio.
For the BAG shown in Fig. 4, we have identified that 13

different security controls are possible. These controls are

represented by an “ellipse” in the figure. These security

controls produce 213 candidate security plans. A genetic

algorithm based approach is presented next to search

through these candidate plans in an efficient manner.

5.4 Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithm used in the study begins with a

population P0 of N randomly generated security plans. A

generation index t ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; GenMAX keeps track of the

number of iterations of the algorithm. Each iteration

proceeds as follows: The SCC and LG values of every

plan in Pt are calculated. N=2 plans are then selected

from Pt to form a mating pool Mt. The selection process

is different for SOOP and MOOP, and discussed later. An

offspring population Qt (containing N=2 plans) is

generated from the mating pool by using the standard

single-point binary crossover and mutation operators [21].

The process is then repeated with Ptþ1 ¼ Qt [Mt until

t ¼ GenMAX.

5.4.1 Solving SOOP

The selection process to solve SOOP is based on the

objective function �LGð~T Þ � �SCCð~T Þ and uses the process

of binary tournament. In this process, two plans are

randomly selected (with replacement) from Pt and the one

with the higher objective function value is inserted into

the mating pool. This process is repeated until the mating

pool is full. The solution to SOOP is the plan with the

highest objective value across all iterations of the algorithm.
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5.4.2 Solving MOOP

Simple objective value comparison is not possible in the
presence of more than one objective function. Hence, a
different selection scheme is required for MOOP. The
scheme used here is based on nondominance ranking, a
popular concept in evolutionary multiobjective optimiza-
tion. Under this process, all nondominated solutions in Pt
(solutions not dominated by any other solution in Pt) are
identified and assigned a rank 1. The rank 1 solutions are
then removed from Pt and the nondominated solutions in
the remaining population form rank 2 solutions. The
process is repeated until all solutions are assigned a rank.
Selection of N=2 solutions for the mating pool is then
performed according to increasing rank. A crowding distance
metric [22] is used if the number of solutions required to fill
the mating pool is lower than the available solutions in the
rank being considered. The crowding distance of a solution
is the perimeter of the rectangle formed by its two
neighbors of the same rank; the distance is infinite for
points having less than two neighbors (e.g., extreme points).
Choice of solutions within a rank is done in decreasing
order of crowding distance, thereby giving preference to
solutions that are not at close proximity to others. The set of
solutions to MOOP are the rank 1 solutions of PGenMAX

.

6 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

In the preparation phase, we conduct risk assessment
analysis to initially compute the static risk. Fig. 2 shows
the unconditional probabilities at the nodes of the test
network. We identify 13 security controls that can be used

to reduce the risk. We assign a security control cost to each
individual control and link each control to the attribute(s) in
the BAG that are covered by it. The augmented-BAG
resulting from this process is shown in Fig. 4. Next, we
assign different damage costs and revenue to every
attribute in the graph. Although we do not assume any
particular cost model and values are assigned hypotheti-
cally for the purpose of demonstration, we did try to
maintain some relative difference in magnitude to account
for the relative importance of different services.

In the first experiment, we assess the expected loss/gain
on top of the static risk analysis results (Fig. 2) using (5.2).
When using no security control, i.e., a mitigation plan
signified by the zero vector, we have an overall expected
gain of 622.0 units. We then assess the cost on the dynamic
environment where we assume that two attack incidents
have been detected. Figs. 2 and 4 show the posterior
probabilities and the expected loss/gain at the nodes under
this situation. Note that these attack incidents quickly
change the business scenario. The total expected loss/gain
(LG) changes from 622.0 to �398:17 units. We also notice a
change in the momentum of risk. In particular, the posterior
probabilities indicate a significant change in risk level at the
Administrative server owing to the two attack incidents.
This change influences the priority of risks identified earlier
during static analysis, and highlights the importance of
dynamic risk analysis.

Next, we conduct several tests to assess the outcome of
using a security control. The base case where no
individual control is used yields an expected gain of
622.0 units. Table 3 shows the net benefit of using each
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control individually. At this point, the security adminis-
trator may want to rank the security outcomes and build a
security mitigation plan from the top-ranked controls.
Such a methodology has two drawbacks.

First, the ranking procedure itself is not straight forward
because of reciprocal relationships between control cost and
expected outcome. For example, “disable portscan” and
“filtering external traffic” when applied alone raises the
expected gain from 622.0 units to 875.44 (an increase of
253 units) and 1,208.84 units (an increase of 587 units),
respectively. The combined outcome when applying both is
1,351.27 units (less than 622þ 253þ 587). On the other
hand, combining “add Firewall” (individual increase from
622.0 to 881.15 units) and “apply MS work around”
(individual increase from 622.0 to 1,202.45 units) can raise
the outcome to 1,735.6 units (greater than 622þ 259þ 580).
The latter two are better choices based on expected
outcome, but the former two incurs a lower cost of
implementation. This makes the ranking of controls, based
on a specific cost factor, a difficult process. Second, even if a
ranking has been established, greedy selection can lead to
suboptimal plans. Assume that controls are ranked based
on the net benefit they incur individually. The security
controls are ordered in this manner in Table 3. Given a
control cost constraint of, say, 200.0 units and a selection
scheme based on the ranks, an administrator will choose the
first four controls in the table. These controls have a
combined cost of 200.0 units and result in an expected gain
of 2,673.96 units (a net benefit of 2,473.96 units collectively).
However, selecting the fifth and the seventh controls,

instead of the fourth one, effectuates an expected gain of
2,809.28 units at the cost of 189.0 units (a net benefit of
2,620.28 units). This shows that the security administrator
should not choose the security controls based on their
individual outcomes or by greedy selection. Instead, a more
sophisticated decision making platform is required. This
motivates the next three experiments with single and
multiobjective optimization.

We conduct three risk mitigation analysis experiments
on the test network. The genetic algorithm discussed in
Section 5.4 is used for this analysis. The algorithm
parameters are set as follows: population size N ¼ 100,
GenMAX ¼ 50, crossover probability ¼ 0:8, and mutation
probability ¼ 0:01. We ran each instance of the algorithm
five times to check for any sensitivity of the solutions
obtained from different initial populations. We also check if
running the algorithm for a higher number of iterations (up
to 200 generations) results in any improved convergence.
However, since the solutions always converged to the same
optima (or set of optima), we dismiss the presence of such
sensitivity.

In single-objective cost analysis, we run multiple
instances of SOOP using different combination of values
for � and �. � is varied in the range of ½0; 1� in steps of 0.05.
� is always set to 1� �. Fig. 5 shows the solutions obtained
from this process. In general, a decision maker may want to
assign equal weights (� ¼ 0:5) to both objective functions—-
security control cost and total expected loss/gain. It is clear
from the figure that such an assignment does not
necessarily provide the desired balance between the two
objectives. Furthermore, the solutions are quite sensitive to
the weights and they are not uniformly distributed across
different ranges of �. Since the weights do not always
influence the objectives in the desired manner, under-
standing their effect is not a trivial task for the adminis-
trator. It is also not always possible to perform an
exhaustive analysis of the affect of the weights on the
objectives. Given such situations, the decision maker should
consider obtaining a global picture of the trade-offs
possible. With such a problem in mind, we next consider
the multiobjective variant.

Fig. 6 shows the nondominated solutions (in PGenMAX
)

obtained in the multiobjective analysis. Further, all mitiga-
tion plans explored by the genetic algorithm during the
iterations are highlighted. The algorithm reported all
solutions generated for SOOP (using multiple �), as well as
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several others, specifically solutions in the range where the
security control cost is between 200.0 and 700.0 units. These
new solutions provide much better flexibility in the decision
making process. Moreover, performing the multiobjective
analysis is much faster than solving SOOP. This is because
the security administrator has to solve SOOP with multiple
parameter settings in order to identify the plan with the
desired outcomes; whereas by solving MOOP, one can
generate a good overview of multiple plans in one single run.

In the last experiment, we use the genetic algorithm to
assess the choice of security hardening in a dynamic
environment. Fig. 7 shows the choices of mitigation plans
in response to two emerging attack incidents, previously
shown in Fig. 4. In this plot, we compare the dynamic
results with the static ones. Not surprisingly, the plans in
this case effectuate lower gains owing to the damage
already caused by the attacker when (and at which point)
the incidents are detected. Despite this difference, the
mitigation plans with similar costs are not so different
between the static and dynamic solutions. The three plans
highlighted in the figure are very similar to those shown in
Fig. 6. Such minimal changes in plan characteristics can be
considered a positive outcome since the security adminis-
trator is not required to revise the entire plan chosen during
static analysis. Instead, she can exploit the commonalities
for efficient usage of already invested resources. Results

from the dynamic analysis also highlight the requirement
for proactive action in security management. Note that
although not implementing any controls still results in a
positive gain, the appearance of two attack incidents quickly
transform this into a case with negative expected outcome.

7 RELATED WORKS

Attack graphs have been studied in several areas of
security risk management. Wang et al. [26], [27] propose
an attack graph-based probabilistic metric model to
quantify the overall security of network system. In this
paper, attack graph is used to represent the causal
relationship between vulnerabilities encoded in the attack
graph. Similar to the Bayesian attack graph model, a node
in attack graph is assigned with an intrinsic score
representing the likelihood of vulnerability exploitation
but the final probability of success in that node is computed
by conjunctive probability or disjunctive probability. The
authors focus their efforts in solving the problem of cycles
in attack graph. Although cycles can occur in our Bayesian
attack graph model, we argue that such cycles can be
disregarded. As a result, we are able to focus on other
applications of attack graph analysis in addition to those
proposed by Wang et al. [27].

Wang et al. [30] extend attack graph analysis to intrusion
detection. In this model, attack graphs are pregenerated,
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and then used as a knowledge base for correlating received
alerts, hypothesizing missing alerts, and predicting future
alerts. In [29], attack graphs are used to preidentify attack
paths. Knowing the paths in which security can be
breached, the authors use a greedy algorithm to identify
optimal sensor placements that provide a complete mon-
itoring coverage of all potential attack paths. Although it
appears that the authors overlook the robustness issue, this
approach is a good application of an attack graph in risk
management analysis. Frigault and Wang [31] use Bayesian
networks with attack graphs to statically analyze the
inherent risk in a network. Frigault et al. [32] introduce a
Dynamic Bayesian Networks-based model to incorporate
temporal factors, such as, how vulnerabilities evolve over
time in the attack graph. In this manner, they model the
security of dynamically changing networks. Xie et al. [33]
also use Bayesian networks for security risk analysis of
networked systems. They incorporate runtime observations
like IDS alerts to compute security risks. Our Bayesian
attack graph model is similar to these works, although
much richer. Our threat modeling combines asset identifi-
cation, system vulnerability and connectivity analysis, and
mitigation strategies. Dantu et al. [10], [34], [35] also use
Bayesian networks for security risk management. Their
model is fundamentally different from ours in the sense that
they focus on computing the probability of attacks based on
attacker capabilities and behavior. This is an important
contribution that is worth investigating further.

Minimization analysis has been thoroughly studied by
several research groups [12], [23], [28], [29]. In minimization
analysis, the attack graph model is rewritten in terms of a
Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). The minimum security
hardening is obtained from the negation of CNF w.r.t. the
proposed cost model. Most minimization analysis ap-
proaches scope the problem domain to network configura-
tions. Our multiobjective analysis, on the other hand,
extends the problem domain to cover the use of external
security controls. Hence, our risk mitigation analysis gives a
more comprehensive solution than traditional minimization
analysis. In fact, we compare the multiobjective analysis
with [12], the pioneer work in this area. We have found that
our optimal solutions include the minimal security hard-
ening solution. Although a GA is not always guaranteed to
find the minimal solution every time it runs, it can provide
choices of implementation, allowing security analysts to
comprehend the pros and cons of each option.

The practical use of attack graphs has been studied by
Saha [25]. In this paper, attack graph analysis is used in real
network practice. The paper also addresses the practical
problem of maintaining an attack graph in response to the
changes in network configurations. Toward this problem, the
author proposes an incremental approach where changes in
network configuration are modeled as node insertion and
node deletion. The benefit of an incremental algorithm is that
the analyzer can avoid attack graph regeneration from
scratch. It will be interesting for us to study such a technique
to improve our attack graph analysis tool.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we address the system administrators’
dilemma, namely, how to assess the risk in a network system

and select security hardening measures from a given set of
controls so as to maximize resource utilization. One
important contribution of our solution methodology is the
use of a BAG model of the network to drive the decision
process. We have provided formal definitions for network
characteristics, attacks, and security measures under this
model. We also show that by using a BAG, we are able to
better understand the causal relationships between precon-
ditions, vulnerability exploitations, and postconditions. This
is facilitated by computing the likelihoods of different
outcomes possible as a result of the cause-consequence
relationships. We have demonstrated how the BAG can be
used to revise these likelihoods in the event of attack
incidents. Using empirical results on a test network, we
show that such a dynamic risk analysis helps the system
administrator identify evolving weak spots in a network. We
also provide the necessary optimization formulations re-
quired to build a mitigation plan that reduces the risk levels.
Toward this end, we propose a genetic algorithm capable of
performing both single and multiobjective optimization of
the administrator’s objectives. While single objective analysis
uses administrator preferences to identify the optimal plan,
multiobjective analysis provides a complete trade-off in-
formation before a final plan is chosen. Results are shown to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm in both static
and dynamic risk mitigation.

As immediate future work, we shall work on improving
the scalability and efficiency of our methodology. There
are primarily three components in our approach that
impact its scalability:

1. the creation of the Bayesian attack graph for the
enterprise being evaluated,

2. the computation of the marginal probabilities in the
Bayesian attack graph, and

3. the solution for the optimization problems.

Attack graphs for large networks can get complex. We have
the search space bound to the number of attribute-instances
that specify what vulnerabilities are present in which
machines. The size of the attribute-instances can be as large
as A�M, where A is the number of attributes and M is the
number of machines in the system. The monotonicity
assumption (see Section 4.3) ensures that each attribute-
instance is used only once. Hence, the search space is reduced.
So given N ¼ A�M, the graph generation is bounded to
OðN2Þ on each branch. As the number of branches is bounded
to N, the overall algorithm will never go beyond OðN3Þ. Note
that the generation of the attack graph is a one-time cost and is
not done in real time. Thus, the generation of the attack graph
does not seriously impact the performance.

The computation of the marginal probabilities in the BAG
is of bigger concern. The evaluation algorithm is used to
compute the unconditional probabilities and is currently
implemented using brute force DFS traversal. Posterior
probability computation is expensive using this implemen-
tation and therefore impacts the decision making time in a
dynamic scenario. Consider the chain rule of (4.2). Since
each variable Si can take true or false, BBN has an
exponential complexity. In other words, for a given set S
of n variables, there are 2n cases for computing PrðS1; . . . ;
SnÞ ¼

Qn
i¼1 PrðSi j PrðPa½Si�ÞÞ, the marginal probabilities.
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Hence, computing marginal probabilities either for prior or
posterior cases, is O(2n) and does not scale very well for a
large network. However, there are more efficient algorithms
(such as the one using Monte Carlo approximation
proposed by Santos and Shimony [36]) that can give a fair
approximation for these probabilities. We plan to look into
how these approximations can be used to speed up the
analysis and what the corresponding impact is on
the accuracy of the solution. In particular, we wish to revise
the evaluation algorithm to include heuristic-based update
mechanisms in order to reduce the time required to
complete the mitigation analysis, without scarifying the
quality of results obtainable. Furthermore, the mitigation
process in dynamic situations needs to be improved so that
a security administrator can quickly identify the best
security response that accounts for all former investments
made as part of the static analysis stage.

Last, but not least, evolutionary algorithms often receive
criticism for their time complexity, compared to other
optimization methods. The MOOP version of the genetic
algorithm used in this study has a complexity of O(GNlogN),
where G is the number of generations and N is the
population size. However, the population-based approach
also makes it highly suitable for discovering multiple
solution points on the Pareto-front. Further, these algorithms
are inherently parallel and can easily be adapted to utilize the
processing power of most massively parallel systems [37].
Nonetheless, we are seeking to evaluate multiple solutions
during the run of the algorithm, and, hence, complexity of
the BAG calculation is a crucial component of the optimiza-
tion. The evolutionary algorithm is one viable methodology
for the multiobjective optimization that we can think of at
this moment. There is no doubt that more efficient methods
are required. We strongly believe this would motivate some
future studies in this area.

It is worth mentioning that some security controls have
been found to be commonly included in the optimal
solutions. It is possible that security hardening is more
critical in certain areas of the attack graph. Such areas could
be nodes that has multiple fan outs. In other words, these
critical areas are at-risk junctions that can be used by an
attacker to cause multiple outcomes. Security controls that
can reduce risk in such areas are likely to be parts of the
optimal solutions. Therefore, it is worth investigating how
such controls can be identified efficiently so as to reduce the
search space for the optimization algorithm.
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